
PSY 101, SPRING 2015 NAME ____________________
DR. JEFFRY RICKER TEST 4A

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. PRINT YOUR NAME ABOVE.
2. WRITE 4A ON SCANTRON IN BOX LABELED "TEST NO."
3. PUT THE TIME YOUR CLASS STARTS IN THE BOX LABELED "PERIOD"

1.  Melody called a restaurant to order food. Her husband read the phone number to
her and she kept repeating it until she had finished 'dialing' the number. Melody
was using _____ to remember the number.

A.  structural encoding
B.  semantic encoding
C.  elaborative rehearsal
D.  maintenance rehearsal

2.  What is the best way to study for tests in this (or any other) course?

A.  Use maintenance rehearsal to encode the textbook and lecture material.
B.  Use elaborative rehearsal to encode the textbook and lecture material.
C.  Use the preconscious level to rehearse the textbook and lecture material.
D.  Use the unconscious level to rehearse the textbook and lecture material.

3.  In the Standard Model of Memory, the LONG-TERM memory store is at the _____
levels of awareness?

A.  preconscious and unconscious
B.  conscious and preconscious
C.  conscious and unconscious
D.  conscious, preconscious, and unconscious

4.  The information-processing approach is MOST likely to be used by

A.  behavioral psychologists.
B.  personality psychologists.
C.  cognitive psychologists.
D.  psychodynamic psychologists.

5.  Which of the following has research shown to be BEST explained by displacement
theory?

A.  FORGETTING information from the long-term store
B.  FORGETTING information from the short-term store
C.  ENCODING information for the long-term store
D.  ENCODING information for the short-term store
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6.  Sigmund Freud's evidence for his theories often included his patients' retrieval of
memories from the first three years of their lives. According to what you learned
about memory formation during early childhood, it 's MOST likely that many of
these memories were

A.  retrieved when the patients' repressed memories were unblocked.
B.  flashbulb memories that were highly accurate because of strong emotions.
C.  false memories constructed from suggestions made by Freud during therapy.
D.  implicit memories developed through unconscious rehearsal and encoding.

7.  An eyewitness to a crime is asked to identify the perpetrator of the crime in a
police line-up of six individuals. This is an example of a _____ task.

A.  relearning
B.  rehearsal
C.  recognition
D.  recall

8.  After looking briefly at the notes on a sheet of music, which of the following
people would find it easiest to use elaborative rehearsal to encode them?

A.  Jane, who is very good at remembering names and dates.
B.  Jean, who shows increased activity in the frontal lobes.
C.  Joan, who has been a musician for over 30 years.
D.  June, who has an extremely high IQ score.

9.  How does observational learning differ from operant conditioning?

A.  In observational learning, an operant response is paired with an
unconditioned stimulus instead of a reinforcer.

B.  In observational learning, a person learns a new behavior without being
directly reinforced for performing it.

C.  In observational learning, a new behavior is not learned; instead, an old
behavior is unlearned through extinction.

D.  In observational learning, a person develops new implicit memories for
general knowledge about the world.

10.  Which of the following is an example of the phonemic encoding of the word
“shot”?

A.  the word rhymes with the words "got" and "pot"
B.  the word contains an "s" followed by three letters B.
C.  the word refers to a number of different activities
D.  the word can be visualized as a hole in a target

11.  Which of the following sets of 20 numbers did I ask you to memorize during
class?

A.  1783 1815 1865 1918 1945
B.  1776 1812 1861 1914 1941
C.  1822 1767 1963 1999 1642
D.  none of the above
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12.  Which of the following is an example of vicarious conditioning?

A.  Tom learned which fork to use with his salad by watching someone else.
B.  Jean learned to be afraid of needles after being given a painful inoculation.
C.  Tammy learned to fear dogs after seeing someone get bitten by a dog.
D.  Sean learned to clean up his room after being praised for doing so.

13.  According to what you have learned about the forgetting of explicit memories,
which of the following is the BEST way to study for tests in this (or any other)
course?

A.  You should form phonemically encoded memories of the textbook and
lecture material.

B.  You should form structurally encoded memories of the textbook and lecture
material.

C.  You should use elaborative rehearsal to encode the textbook and lecture
material.

D.  You should use maintenance rehearsal to encode the textbook and lecture
material.

14.  Unrehearsed short-term memories disappear completely within about _____
because the _____ that are their physical bases in the brain fade rapidly.

A.  15 seconds; neurotransmitters
B.  5 seconds; neurotransmitters
C.  15 seconds; engrams
D.  5 seconds; engrams

15.  Which of the following statements about long-term memory is FALSE?

A.  All experiences you've had since birth are stored as implicit memories.
B.  Semantic memories are inaccurate in at least some of their details.
C.  Explicit memories are relatively easy to bring into conscious awareness.
D.  The memory of your mother's name would be a semantic memory.

16.  Albert Bandura's research on the development of aggressive behavior in children
showed that children are LEAST likely to act aggressively when they have
observed a model being

A.  rewarded for acting appropriately.
B.  punished for acting appropriately.
C.  rewarded for acting aggressively.
D.  punished for acting aggressively.

17.  Tom is very depressed. Because of this, he is having trouble remembering
anything other than sad events from his past. Tom's case best illustrates the

A.  serial-primacy effect.
B.  serial-recency effect.
C.  mood-congruence effect.
D.  state-dependence effect.
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18.  The fact that we perform complex processing of information held in the short-
term store led memory researchers to propose the concept of

A.  maintenance rehearsal.
B.  the long-term store.
C.  working memory.
D.  memory reconstruction.

19.  Which of the following is the BEST example of a semantic memory?

A.  I remember getting a toy spaceship as a present on my sixth birthday.
B.  I remember that the first man to walk on the moon was Neil Armstrong.
C.  I remember that my entire family came to my high-school graduation.
D.  I remember that I didn't define semantic memory in last week's class.

20.  Which of the following tasks has been used by memory researchers to
demonstrate that implicit memories affect conscious behaviors, cognitions, and
emotions?

A.  recall tasks
B.  recognition tasks
C.  rehearsal tasks
D.  priming tasks

21.  A woman just called me on the phone and told me that we had met at a party the
week before, but I wasn't able to remember who she was. My inability to
remember meeting her probably was due to the fact that I had stored only the
image of her face, not the sound of her voice (which was the retrieval cue during
the phone call). Which theory of forgetting best explains my inability to remember
meeting this person?

A.  interference theory
B.  encoding-specificity theory
C.  decay theory
D.  reconstruction theory

22.  Siobhan is encoding a telephone number by using maintenance rehearsal. She
should be able to hold this information in her short-term memory store for

A.  10-15 seconds.
B.  1-5 seconds.
C.  5-10 seconds
D.  as long as it's rehearsed.
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23.  Let's say that you just signed up for a class that will be held in the Languages and
Communication (LC) Building. Even though you've never had a class in that
building before, you've walked by it several times. Next semester, you should
have no trouble walking to the LC Building because you have

A.  experienced vicarious learning of the LC Building's location.
B.  been positively reinforced for walking by the LC building.
C.  seen others be reinforced for walking by the LC building.
D.  formed a cognitive map of the LC Building's location.

24.  Which of the following would be an example of semantic encoding?

A.  rehearsing the word "boat" by thinking that it rhymes with "goat"
B.  rehearsing the word "boat" by forming a visual image of a boat
C.  rehearsing the word "boat" by realizing that it has four letters
D.  rehearsing the word "boat" by mentally storing and retrieving it

25.  If a person is not a fluent reader, then trying to read something while repeating a
syllable (such as "tuh") over and over is difficult because reading the words and
repeating the syllable both

A.  take up space in sensory memory.
B.  make use of the phonological loop.
C.  interfere with elaborative rehearsal.
D.  cause brain activity in associative areas.

26.  Subjects in a study are given the following list of words to memorize:
fin   jog   run   wet   ant   ban   leg   rut   cat   ten   son

If they remember well the words "ten" and "son," they are showing a(n) _____
effect; if they remember well the words "fin" and "jog," they are showing a(n)
_____ effect.

A.  rehearsal; encoding
B.  encoding; rehearsal
C.  recency; primacy
D.  primacy; recency

27.  According to the class discussion, people have the MOST difficulty identifying
strangers of a different race when, during their childhoods, they

A.  were taught to feel superior to members of that racial group.
B.  did not frequently interact with members of that racial group.
C.  had negative experiences with members of that racial group.
D.  all the above

28.  Which of the following theories of forgetting involves primarily a problem in
RETRIEVING information that is CURRENTLY STORED in long-term memory?

A.  defensive theory
B.  decay theory
C.  displacement theory
D.  retrieval theory
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29.  According to the movie that we saw during class, why did Jennifer misremember
the face of the man who raped her?

A.  Her memory changed due to information she received BEFORE the rape.
B.  Her memory changed due to information she received AFTER the rape.
C.  She did not use MAINTENANCE rehearsal to encode the rapist's face.
D.  She did not use ELABORATIVE rehearsal to encode the rapist's face.

30.  DeWayne drank a lot of alcohol at last night's party. He seemed to thoroughly
enjoy himself and was even described by some as the "life of the party." But when
he awoke this morning, he couldn't remember anything from the party or how he
got home. DeWayne's inability to remember the party was caused MOSTLY by his
inability to _____ information about the party _____.

A.  transfer; to sensory memory
B.  retrieve; from sensory memory
C.  transfer; to long-term memory
D.  retrieve; from long-term memory

31.  Very few people can remember events from birth to about four years of age.
Freud referred to this inability to remember the early years of life as _____
amnesia.

A.  anterograde
B.  retrograde
C.  juvenile
D.  infantile

32.  Which of the following is MOST likely to lead to the development of a false
memory of a life event?

A.  Repeatedly encouraging someone to remember the forgotten event.
B.  Classically conditioning the encoding of the forgotten event.
C.  Activating a self-schema that is linked to the forgotten event.
D.  Giving someone a recognition or recall task for the forgotten event.

33.  Which of the following would MOST LIKELY be an example of the effects of an
implicit memory?

A.  David took a test on state capitals and immediately remembered that the
capital of New Hampshire is Concord.

B.  Thomas could not recall the phone number of a friend, but surprisingly was
able to dial it correctly anyways.

C.  Jeffry recalled that his grandfather came to the U.S. in 1910, and that he had
lived before that in Dresden, Germany.

D.  Susan is able to remember the names of a roomful of people after being
introduced to each of them only once.
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34.  Yesterday, Oscar was in a car accident and hit his head on the dashboard very
hard. He never lost awareness of what was going on around him either during the
accident or immediately afterwards. Nevertheless, today he has amnesia for the
accident and anything that happened for about 15 minutes afterwards. Oscar's
inability to remember this time period MOST likely was caused by his inability to
_____ information about the car accident in _____ memory

A.  store; long-term
B.  retrieve; long-term
C.  store; short-term
D.  retrieve; short-term

35.  Jeff told Meryl his telephone number: 480-423-6213. Because she didn't have a pen
or paper, she tried to memorize it. Later, when she wanted to call Jeff, Meryl could
remember only the numbers 480. This example BEST illustrates

A.  the primacy effect.
B.  the recency effect.
C.  phonemic encoding.
D.  semantic encoding.

36.  Displacement theory works BEST for the forgetting of

A.  iconic memories.
B.  semantic memories.
C.  episodic memories.
D.  short-term memories.

37.  If you aren't paying attention to an event that is happening right now, this will
MOST affect your ability to _____ the event in _____ memory.

A.  elaboratively rehearse; long-term
B.  elaboratively rehearse; working
C.  semantically encode; iconic
D.  semantically encode; echoic

38.  Which of the following pairs of retrieval tasks are used to retrieve explicit
memories?

A.  recall and relearning tasks
B.  recall and recognition tasks
C.  recognition and relearning tasks
D.  relearning and priming tasks

39.  In an experiment, the _____ is thought to cause a change in the _____.

A.  experimental group; control group
B.  control group; experimental group
C.  dependent variable; independent variable
D.  independent variable; dependent variable
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40.  Until you recall it, your memory for what you were doing just before class started
today would be at the _____ level.

A.  preconscious
B.  conscious
C.  unconscious
D.  nonconscious

41.  A long-term memory code that, when activated, produces a conscious memory is
referred to as a(n) _____ memory.

A.  sensory
B.  working
C.  explicit
D.  implicit

42.  The two hippocampi in a man's brain were destroyed by a viral infection. A
memory researcher asked the man to memorize the following phone number: 480-
423-6213. Ten minutes later, when asked to repeat this number, the man had no
trouble doing so. How was he able to do this?

A.  He must have continued to rehearse the number in order to keep it in his
short-term store.

B.  He must have continued to rehearse the number in order to keep it in his
sensory store.

C.  He must have used elaborative rehearsal to transfer the number to long-
term memory.

D.  He must have used maintenance rehearsal to transfer the number to long-
term memory.

43.  According to reconstruction theory,

A.  virtually all of our explicit memories are inaccurate to some degree.
B.  new information competes with old information in long-term memory.
C.  hypnosis allows us to reconstruct accurate and detailed implicit memories.
D.  all implicit memories were once explicit memories, and vice versa.

44.  Llewellyn is a college instructor. He no longer can remember his students' names
after the seats in the classroom were rearranged. His forgetting of their names is
due to the fact that he had memorized them based on where they sat in the room
rather than on what the students looked like. Llewellyn's inability to remember
his students' names is BEST explained by _____ theory.

A.  displacement
B.  decay
C.  defensive
D.  encoding-specificity
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45.  Therese is unable to form new IMPLICIT memories. Which of the following
problems is she MOST likely to have?

A.  She is unable to create memory codes in working memory.
B.  There is a disruption of electrical activity in her frontal lobes.
C.  Structures in her limbic system have been severely damaged.
D.  none of the above

46.  Which of the following is the BEST example of an episodic memory?

A.  I remember that Freud died of cancer in 1939 in London, England.
B.  I remember that the second man to walk on the moon was Buzz Aldrin.
C.  I remember that a student came to see me in my office yesterday.
D.  I remember that that every event is affected by many interacting causes.

47.  According to the class discussion, memories recalled by eyewitnesses while
hypnotized generally cannot be used in court because these memories are

A.  activated by cognitive processes at the unconscious level of awareness.
B.  tainted by strong emotions often associated with observing criminal acts.
C.  very likely to include inaccuracies created by suggestions from the hypnotist.
D.  influenced by subliminal effects that interfere with rehearsal and encoding.

48.  Last year, Serena saw a man murdered in front of her house. The event terrified
her at the time. But now she no longer remembers it, even when reminded of the
event. Which theory BEST explains why Serena cannot remember the event?

A.  interference theory
B.  reconstruction theory
C.  defensive theory
D.  decay theory

49.  Displacement theory BEST explains why we forget _____ memories.

A.  short-term
B.  long-term
C.  semantic
D.  episodic

50.  Which of the following people would find it easiest to use maintenance rehearsal
to encode the information in the textbook?

A.  John, who is very good at remembering names and dates
B.  Joan, who has been a math professor for over 30 years
C.  Jean, who has been an occupational therapist for 20 years
D.  None of these people would necessarily find it easier to use maintenance

rehearsal for this purpose.
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51.  Research has shown that suicides increase within a few days after a highly
publicized suicide. Based on what you learned in Chapter 5, which of the following
concepts would be MOST relevant to this discovery?

A.  observational learning
B.  classical conditioning
C.  operant conditioning
D.  latent learning

52.  According to the mood-congruence effect, which personal event from the past
should be easiest for a happy person to recall?

A.  receiving a ticket for speeding
B.  losing a $20 bill
C.  failing an algebra exam
D.  being praised by the boss

53.  According to the Standard Model of Memory, whenever an event occurs,
information about the event initially enters _____ memory.

A.  short-term
B.  long-term
C.  working
D.  sensory

54.  When a word is on the “tip of the tongue,” the part that you can’t recall is at the
_____ level of awareness.

A.  conscious
B.  preconscious
C.  unconscious

55.  In order to get information into the memory system, the information first must be

A.  stored.
B.  encoded.
C.  retrieved.
D.  attended to.

56.  According to the movie we watched during class, the name of the man who
actually raped Jennifer Thompson was

A.  Ronald Colton.
B.  Ronald Cotton.
C.  Robert Peele.
D.  Robert Poole.
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57.  A person is MOST likely to develop a false memory through suggestion if the
suggestion is

A.  followed by a period of rest and relaxation that lasts several hours.
B.  presented while the person is in an altered state of consciousness.
C.  able to activate preconscious processes associated with encoding.
D.  given by an authority figure that the person trusts and depends on.

58.  The following question appeared on a psychology test: "Which psychologist is
considered to be the father of behaviorism?" The correct answer is "John Watson."
Ryan answered "B. F. Skinner" because both men were behaviorists, which
resulted in his getting their names confused. Which of the following theories BEST
explains why Ryan couldn't retrieve Watson's name?

A.  decay theory
B.  interference theory
C.  displacement theory
D.  defensive theory

59.  In trying to determine if the antidepressant, HappyMe, causes a decrease in the
symptoms of depression, 40 people with major depression took HappyMe for 8
weeks. At the end of this time, only 20 people still were significantly depressed.
The results of this study

A.  show that HappyMe reduces depression in most people.
B.  show that HappyMe reduced depression in those 20 people.
C.  can't be interpreted without a control group that receives a placebo.
D.  can't be interpreted without an experimental group that receives a treatment.

60.  Which of the following statements about information stored in short-term
memory is true?

A.  The information is reconstructed from fragments of information in sensory
memory.

B.  The information is limited in amount by the small capacity of the short-term
store.

C.  The information is forgotten when there are no retrieval cues to activate
memory codes.

D.  The information is at the preconscious and unconscious levels of awareness.

61.  In the 1960s, memory researchers interpreted the primacy effect as evidence for
the existence of a _____ memory store and the recency effect as evidence for the
existence of a _____ memory store.

A.  long-term; sensory
B.  long-term; short-term
C.  short-term; sensory
D.  sensory; short-term
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62.  Which of the following statements about information stored in short-term
memory is true?

A.  The information is reconstructed from fragments of information in sensory
memory.

B.  The information is forgotten when there are no retrieval cues to activate
memory codes.

C.  The information is limited in amount by the small capacity of the short-term
store.

D.  The information is at the preconscious and unconscious levels of awareness.

63.  In an experiment, researchers compare the _____ in order to determine if the
_____ had an effect.

A.  experimental and control groups; independent variable
B.  experimental and control groups; dependent variable
C.  independent and dependent variables; experimental group
D.  independent and dependent variables; control group

64.  Activity in the frontal lobes is MOST closely associated with the _____ in working
memory.

A.  central executive
B.  visuospatial sketchpad
C.  phonological loop
D.  episodic buffer

65.  According to memory research, of all the information that currently is being
consciously processed in your SHORT-TERM memory, how much will be encoded
and stored in your long-term memory?

A.  Only a small fraction of it will be stored in long-term memory, with most of it
stored initially as explicit memories.

B.  Only a small fraction of it will be stored in long-term memory, with most of it
stored initially as implicit memories.

C.  All of it will be stored in long-term memory, with most of it stored initially as
explicit memories.

D.  All of it will be stored in long-term memory, with most of it stored initially as
implicit memories.

66.  Bandura’s research on the acquisition of aggressive behavior in children has
shown that children are MOST likely to act aggressively when

A.  they have observed a model not being punished for aggressive behavior.
B.  they have observed a model being positively reinforced for aggressive

behavior.
C.  aggressive behavior is associated with overly permissive cultural influences.
D.  aggressive behavior is associated with traumatic childhood experiences.
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67.  How are maintenance rehearsal and elaborative rehearsal similar?

A.  They both TRANSFER information to the short-term store.
B.  They both ENCODE information stored in working memory.
C.  They both TRANSFER information to the echoic-memory store.
D.  They both ENCODE information stored in sensory memory.

68.  Random assignment is used at the beginning of an experiment in order to make
the _____ as similar as possible with respect to the effects of _____.

A.  experimental and control groups; extraneous variables
B.  experimental and control groups; sampling biases
C.  independent and dependent variables; extraneous variables
D.  independent and dependent variables; sampling biases

69.  A person who has experienced severe damage to both hippocampi is LEAST likely
to have problems developing new _____ memories.

A.  implicit
B.  explicit
C.  episodic
D.  semantic

70.  Cognitive psychologists primarily are trying to understand

A.  how associations are formed through conditioning.
B.  how traits and other aspects of personality are acquired.
C.  the emotional mechanisms behind learning and conditioning.
D.  the mental processes that allow us to perform tasks well.

71.  I no longer can remember the name of my best friend in 3rd grade because the
biological memory trace associated with his name has disappeared. Which of the
following theories refers to this type of forgetting?

A.  interference theory
B.  decay theory
C.  displacement theory
D.  reconstruction theory

72.  A researcher found that a group of schizophrenics given a particular drug showed
fewer psychotic symptoms than did a second group of schizophrenics given a
placebo. In this study, the dependent variable was

A.  getting the drug versus getting the placebo
B.  the group that received the drug
C.  the symptoms of psychosis
D.  the group that received a placebo
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73.  According to psychoanalytically inclined psychologists, repression of memories
and impulses occurs when we try to avoid

A.  negative emotions.
B.  negative perceptions.
C.  positive emotions.
D.  positive perceptions.

74.  According to the class discussion about the confirmation bias, when people have a
strongly held belief about something, they tend to

A.  readily accept evidence that supports the belief.
B.  find flaws in evidence that is inconsistent with the belief.
C.  look mostly for evidence that supports the belief.
D.  all the above

75.  Translating information into a form that can be processed mentally is known as
_____; keeping the information in memory for a period of time is known as _____;
getting the information out of memory is known as _____.

A.  encoding; storing; retrieving
B.  maintaining; elaborating; rehearsing
C.  elaborating; rehearsing; maintaining
D.  storing; encoding; retrieving

76.  The new personal identification number for my bankcard is 1988, which is easy for
me to remember because it's the year my daughter was born. In this case, I used
_____ to transfer this information to long-term memory.

A.  phonemic encoding
B.  structural encoding
C.  maintenance rehearsal
D.  elaborative rehearsal

77.  I cannot remember where I was when I first heard about the 9/11 attacks. If the
memory codes for this information are stored at the unconscious level, they
would be BEST referred to as _____ memories.

A.  dissociated
B.  repressed
C.  explicit
D.  implicit

78.  In the movie we watched during class, Jennifer Thompson initially identified one
man as the person who had raped her, even though he eventually was found to
be innocent. A couple of years later in a courtroom hearing, when Jennifer saw the
man who actually had raped her, she

A.  immediately realized and admitted that she had accused the wrong man.
B.  gradually began to realize that she had accused the wrong man.
C.  did not recognize the man as being the person who had raped her.
D.  knew that she probably had been wrong but refused to admit it.
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79.  Which theory of forgetting would include the claim that all long-term memories
are inaccurate to some degree?

A.  interference theory
B.  reconstruction theory
C.  defensive theory
D.  decay theory

80.  The evidence for the existence of repression comes primarily from

A.  case studies.
B.  correlational studies.
C.  experimental studies.
D.  controlled studies.
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